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Abstract

Mining source code has become a common task for researchers and yielded significant benefits for the software engineering community. Mining source code however is a very difficult and time consuming task. The Boa language and infrastructure was designed to ease mining of project and revision metadata. Recently Boa was extended to support mining source code and currently contains source code for over 23k Java projects, including full revision histories.

In this demonstration we pose source code mining tasks and give solutions using Boa. We then execute these programs via our web-based infrastructure and show how to easily make the results available for future researchers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES]: Language Constructs and Features
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1. Background

Source code repositories such as SourceForge, GitHub, and Google Code contain a vast wealth of information. Researchers are interested in mining this source code to gain insights into problems and test hypotheses. Mining this source code is a difficult task requiring, at a minimum: 1) substantial knowledge about how to access the source code data; 2) knowledge about how to mine the source code data, including parsing; and 3) analyzing a large quantity of data, typically requiring additional complexity and knowledge of how to parallelize the mining task.

Consider a relatively simple example that wishes to answer the question “how many null checks are there in Java programs?” A typical approach to solve this task would write a program that does (at a minimum) the following: downloads/scrapes project metadata from the repository, parses this metadata, determines which projects are Java projects, accesses the source code repository to download the source code, parses the source code, mines the parsed code for null checks, and accumulates the results into a final answer. Such a solution would require using several libraries (e.g. to parse the metadata, access the repository, parse the code). This analysis would also take a significant amount of time as it runs sequentially and accesses thousands of remote repositories. Minimizing this time would require additional complexity and knowledge of distributed programming.

2. Boa

To solve these issues, we present the Boa language and supporting infrastructure [3, 4]. Boa provides several domain-specific types to ease software mining tasks. These types abstract the details of how to mine repositories and represent the data from the repository. Boa also abstracts away the details of its underlying MapReduce framework [2], allowing Boa programs to run efficiently in a distributed environment without requiring users to explicitly define parallelism in their code.
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Figure 1. Program in Boa answering “How many null checks are there in Java programs?”

An example program is shown in Figure 1 which answers the previous question of how many null checks are there in Java programs. Note how simple this code is - it is only 15 lines of code! There is also no notion of mining the software
repository or parallelizing the code, as these are completely abstracted from the user.

To run such programs, our infrastructure builds on the Sizzle compiler [5], which generates programs that run on the Hadoop MapReduce framework [1]. We add support for our domain-specific types as well as several language features not previously implemented, such as quantifiers. These statements allow easily filtering, e.g. Figure 1 on line 14 for selecting only Java projects.

The language also provides syntax based on the object-oriented visitor pattern to ease source code mining tasks. This allows easily querying for if statements (lines 9–13) that contain a comparison to null (lines 3–8).

Output is then sent to a table (line 7). The table provides an aggregation function (several are built into the language, such as sum, mean, min/max, etc.) to collect the results and reduce them to a final answer.

3. Benefits of Boa

Boa aims to lower the barrier to entry for researchers wishing to perform software mining tasks. It also aims to provide efficient support for performing these tasks on a very large scale. In summary, Boa provides the following key benefits:

- Simple programs,
- details of repository mining abstracted away,
- no libraries needed to perform repository mining,
- extremely efficient and scalable - automatically runs in a fraction of the time of standard approaches, and
- queries a very large set of data (project and revision metadata for all projects on SourceForge and all Java source code with full histories).

4. Demonstration Overview

This demonstration gives several simple mining tasks and uses the Boa language to solve those tasks. These Boa programs are then submitted to the web-based infrastructure [4] (see Figure 2 for execution and the query output downloaded. Additionally, we demonstrate how researchers can use Boa to answer their hypotheses and then publish their results to allow easy reproduction by other researchers.
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